
Nursery Weekly Closure Advice 

Week 8 

Hi everybody, another little update for you!  I hope you are all keeping well, I am really missing everybody! I would just like to say that this advice is only for some ideas for you, I am sure 
you are all doing plenty of lovely things at home with your children and I cannot wait to hear all about them when we do return to nursery! Here is an update on my strawberry and 
tomato plants to look at and show the children how they have grown over time! They both have lots more leaves appearing but no fruit yet!  

 

   
   
                                                                                                         

Expressive Arts and Design – being imaginative – creates movement in response to music 

We like all kinds of music in nursery and the children have listened to Chinese, Indian and classical music quite recently.  Have a look for different genres of music and have a dance!  See 
if they can follow the rhythm of the music, invent some moves, twirling and twisting.  Use scarves or pom poms to hold in each hand and move to the music together. Introduce the 
children to positional language too, in front of you, behind you, to the left/right, up down, backwards, forwards!  It really is great fun and the children will love watching you join in!   

Maths – Numbers – realising that anything can be counted, not just objects. 

Sometimes children think that we only count things we can actually see like our milk cartons at snack time or how many children are in nursery today.  Encourage the children to count 
other things like clapping, jumping, hopping, skipping even how many kisses they give you!  Play a little game of counting – how many birds, cars, people can they hear? How many steps, 
jumps or hops to get the kitchen, garden, bedroom etc.  Ask the children to have a go at writing their answers or showing you how many on their fingers. There are number lines available 
on Twinkl website to show the written number and also how to form the number correctly.  

Challenge – draw around your hands and write numbers on the fingers! (On the paper not yourself! Ha Ha!) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


